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Abstract
This paper describes the evaluation of the Workplace Game and its potential to be
developed as participatory office design game. The Workplace game is intended to
anticipate on people’s behavior in future office buildings. The game was evaluated in
an observational study of a recently played session.
The study showed that workers discuss various working situations, and their behavior
in it, but that the game set up influences expressing individual behavior. A short
overview of existing participatory design games is presented. Some options are
described to develop the Workplace game into a communication and co-development
tool with both designers and office workers.
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Introduction
It is widely acknowledged that designing is a social process which involves a large
repertoire of abilities for instance communication capacities, but also facilitating
involvement of stakeholders, such as future users, in the design process, e.g. [2][4].
Participatory design involves users directly in the process of developing new artifacts,
to improve quality of their efforts and the quality of everyday life [9], Still, organizing
collaboration between people having various competencies and interests is challenging
[2]. To facilitate collaboration for people with different backgrounds several design
games are available.
Design games can accommodate designers with several possibilities to organize
participation, and facilitate more effective communication between for instance
designers and users [2]. Common aspects within design games, are some form of

creativity techniques to let people think freely and role-playing to eliminate existing
hierarchical organisation of players.
At the Center for People and Buildings, a game has been developed that aims to
facilitate group discussions on working behavior. The ‘Workplace Game’ is a
communication tool for discussing behavior in innovative office spaces amongst offices
users, but is not directly aimed at office space designers. As a first step towards an
analysis of the game as potential participatory design tool, this paper aims to (1)
evaluate to what extent the game makes working behavior explicit and (2) determine
to what extent the game can be helpful for participatory design.
We will start by explaining the concept of the investigative designer, which is used by
us to highlight research in design. Then, the observational study will be discussed in
which a pilot session of employees of a Dutch company who played the game was
evaluated. Finally, some examples of participatory design games in industry as sources
of inspiration for designers will be discussed.

The investigative designer
The investigative designer collects user research data throughout the design process
and simultaneously applies it in design of artifacts [7]. At present we are attempting
to understand how the roles of researcher and designer can be combined in one
person. For this purpose, we are now investigating and developing user research tools
for investigative designers to work with. We aim to develop tools for designers as a
means to understand people’s behavior and their needs in various contexts, and also
to facilitate involvement of users in the design process. In this study we are exploring
the concept of the ‘investigative designer’ in the design of office spaces.
For designers, to understand people’s working behavior and people’s ability or
willingness to change their behavior in new office spaces, insight is needed not only in
people’s activities at work but also in social interaction between employees. However,
this social interaction is not something that is explicitly shown or easily verbalized,
rather it requires people to become aware of the social interaction at work and how to
interpret it.

The Workplace game as communication tool
In another paper presented by the authors at this conference [1], the background and
theoretical underpinnings of the game are explained. In short the game consists of a
cardboard game with prints of various office spaces: working spaces, meeting rooms
and facility spaces, see Figure 1. Players in turn roll the dices to walk over the game
board and pick a card depending on the color of the office space that they stand on.
The colors refer to three themes: values and norms, information and knowledge, and
attitude and behavior. The cards contain various questions on behavior in particular
office situations that are discussed by participants. They can either pick category a
through c for specific answers, or d, open answer, to be filled out by themselves. If
consensus can be agreed on one particular answer they place a green chip on the
board, if not, a red chip is placed.

Figure 1 The board of the Workplace game with in the center the working spaces
depicted in small coloured squares and a dotted path between them, on the right the
different stack of playing cards and on the other sides the circled areas for consensus
coins.
In the study presented here, we did an explorative qualitative analysis of the game.
The aim was to understand what influence the game set-up has on the discussions on
their (future) behavior. The main research questions were: What are players doing
when playing the game and to what extent is the game useful in discussing (future)
office behavior?
Observation of product use
For analysis of the Workplace Game observation of players and their utterances is
applied. The Workplace Game has been analyzed according to the research model of
product usage. In this case, the product is a game, which is used to elicit workers’
thoughts about their (social) behavior in innovative working spaces.
Observation has been widely applied in human-computer interaction for studying
usability of all kinds of applications, websites and so on. The aim of observation of
product usage is to gain insight into user activities in terms of what, how and why, in
order to apply these insights in usage oriented product design. In Figure 2 derived
from Kanis and Rooden [8], usage is schematized in the upward arrows as consecutive
user activities (perception and cognition of a product characteristic followed by use
actions and again perception, and so on). The user activities are constrained on one
side by human properties, capacities and limitations (sensory, mental, physical) which
in turn are influenced by someone’s (prior) experience (recognition, association and
personal skills). This implies that what people do is not predictable on the basis of, for
instance anthropometrics, but that such human characteristics merely indicate what a
person cannot do. On the other side product characteristics might form constraints for
the user, for instance when graphics are not understood. The environment can be seen
as the context of the user, which is related to product usage.

Figure 2, usage as consecutive user activities, within human properties and product
characteristics as boundary conditions.
Actual usage of products cannot be predicted and is often surprising for designers.
“The difficulty for designers is that user activities tend to be largely unpredictable on
the basis of theoretical considerations or characteristics of a general kind. Time and
again, research has shown that the relevance of these characteristics is largely limited
to setting boundary conditions, mainly indicating what users will not do since they are
unable to” [8] (cit p.7). How users perform activities within these boundaries usually
has little to do with their limitations and capacities [7].
Empirical research on actual usage is needed to anticipate on future usage for a
specific design. Such research should aim to understand people’s activities and their
thoughts about it during product usage. Cognitive psychology techniques used in this
field include amongst others, Think Aloud methods to stimulate elicitation of people’s
thoughts, e.g. [5].
The session
The Workplace game has been evaluated by analyzing video recordings made of one
playing session with four employees of a company. At that time, only a prototyped
version of the game was available, see Figure 3. At present, small adjustments have
been made to the program, namely rewriting answers on some of the cards and
assigning some questions to other themes.
The Center of People and Buildings hosted that particular session, during which the
architect presented a new 3D-scale model of the new office building. Three groups
played the game simultaneously without any contact between the groups while
playing. We videotaped one of these groups consisting of four players. Two of the
players were also member of the so-called ‘building committee’, which was installed

earlier to organize things around the new office. This composition of players with
various background was a bit different from usual situations in which only office
workers are involved.
The company DSM in the Netherlands has divisions situated at various locations. The
companies buildings contain office spaces and laboratory spaces. One of the players (a
representative at the building committee) works at a different location than the others.

Figure 3: the analysed session with the prototyped Workplace Game.

Results of the observations
Players in the game are quite anxious to discuss their behaviour. They come up with a
lot of examples, sometimes also not related to the specific question topic or office
space. This provides much information on their thoughts about the existing office, but
also about the future office. And questions about things that are not clear in the new
offices become revealed as well.
But some issues have been identified that intersect with players uttering their
thoughts:
- office spaces on game board and those on cards
The cardboard game depicts assigned office spaces which are not related to the
question on the card. On the card, a specific space is mentioned for which the question
applies. In the beginning this is confusing for participants, although they get used to
that later during playing. Yet, another issue related to this is the fact that players are
sometimes referring to working at the existing office or working at their homes and
other times to the future office.
- starting group discussions
When a player has read the question and answers on a card out loud, he is the one
who will start by picking an answer based on his knowledge of the situation. Then he
invites other players to react, and continues to act as discussion leader.
Results of the session analysis show that a group discussion sometimes starts even
before the individual answers of the discussion leader or other players are given. This
implies that other players do not know each other’s individual point of view. An
important premise of the game was to stimulate communication between employees to
understand each other’s point of view on work situations. This might help them to
think about how their behavior influences other people as well. Clearly, in the situation
of group discussions such individual behavior becomes less visible. Here group
dynamics may play a role, in terms of the influence of more dominant people and less

dominant people on the group process.
- reaching consensus
Another issue concerns the fact that players assume that their goal is to reach
consensus. This has been identified by analyzing the discussions at the end of the time
period in which they should pick an answer. In some cases, it was the result of false
interpretation of each other’s utterances, but more often players cut off a group
discussion by stating that they should reach consensus before time was over.
Afterwards players told other groups that they “had achieved to get just one red coin
for not reaching consensus”.
Our analysis of the discussion showed even though players’ statements were not within
one category of the answers, they did decide to choose one of the answers and
thereby reached consensus.
Suggestions for redesign of the game are to place less emphasis on reaching
consensus, and more on ‘winning’ the game. A player who picks up a card can win it
by reaching consensus in the group in the answer. This way, the other players may be
more inclined to debate on other answers, which may reveal rich information on their
individual behavior and their thoughts about it. In the introduction of the game to the
players, it must be stated then, that one of the rules is to be ‘honest to other players’
about their behavior and that it is not about debating as such.
Another suggestion to connect spaces depicted on the game board and the spaces
mentioned on the cards. The idea was to let players, who picked a card, walk to the
office space on the cardboard that corresponds to the one that is mentioned on the
card.
Summarizing the results: The analysis of the game showed that the cards provide the
players with concrete examples to discuss their behavior. However, individual
behavior, although being taken as starting point for the discussions is not required and
not noted down. Furthermore, reaching consensus is seen by players as an important
playing goal which may obstruct some players to express their thoughts and ideas.

The Workplace game as participatory design game?
Game playing is a means to invoke user’s responses to something, but it may also
provide the opportunity for researchers to communicate with designers (and
management) in a playful, visual manner of user behavior and to invite users and
designers to co-design. Brandt [2] has made a very useful distinction between four
groups of participatory design games which she indicates as “examples for inspiration”:
1. Games to conceptualize designing, which study the design process itself,
2. Exchange perspective design games, which have a specific purpose to place
people in surrealistic settings to experience new things,
3. Negotiation and work-flow oriented design games, which aim to create a shared
view of people and technology,
4. Scenario oriented Design games, which evaluate the functionality of a product
and its applicability in specific situations.
The Workplace game would probably belong to group 3, negotiation and work-flow
oriented design games. These games apply techniques such as photos of current
situations, or cards with questions to discuss and understand people’s opinions. Some
design games integrate both understanding users and co-developing ideas. For

instance, the Flex design game [6] in which users and designers work together by
means of a cardboard game in understanding product use and its context and drawing
new ideas for future products. In another design game, the Workplace Making Game
[2] users can indicate on photos of their current situation what they like and dislike,
and alike. Then users draw ideas for their future ideal working situations, possibly
assisted by designers. Finally, they prepare evaluation of the ideas for which they
make small scale prototypes of easy-to-build materials, such as cardboard.
In the Workplace Game communication is mostly pursued to create shared
understanding between office workers. Other participatory design tools, in particular
cardboard games, show that communication can also be directed towards the designer
and vice versa, see Figure 4. Figure 4 gives an overview of some existing design
games (for a description of the games see [2]) and their communication goals.

Cardboard
games

Figure 4: Short overview of participatory design games with cardboard games
encircled, the column on the left stimulates communication from player to designer,
the column in the middle represents communication between players, and the column
to the right stimulate communication in two ways flowing between player and
designer.
Integrating designers within the communication circle of the game opens up the
possibility for office workers to develop and exchange ideas with designers and
management. The involvement of management of companies in participatory design
processes is crucial [10]. Game playing is seen as a potential bridge between people
with different backgrounds by introducing them in an abstracted reality without the
usual rules and hierarchy [2]. This can be done in many ways, for which several

participatory design games were developed. Each participatory design game has a
specific meaning and approach. The Workplace Game places strong emphasis on
explicating working behavior which will sensitize players to the subject. The questions
and answers on the cards provide a ‘shared language’ for players. This gives the
opportunity to communicate and co-develop with (a selected group of) office workers,
management, and designers by practicing ‘shared language’ of the playing cards.

Conclusions
Game playing as tool for communication between different viewpoints of office space
designers and office workers has the potential for office workers to reflect on their
working behavior and for designers to understand how working environment supports
intended office behavior. It may also be developed towards a participatory design tool
by involving designers in the game and by introducing creativity techniques for codesign. This could for instance be achieved by adding a follow up session to the
Workplace game. It would then consist of a first part in which participants are
sensitized to reflect on their working behavior and a second part in which participants
are involved in co-designing their own future working space.

Recommendations for future research
Evaluation of the Workplace Game as communication tool should be carried out under
formal research conditions. The evaluation should aim to assess people’s individual
behavior and study group dynamics within the game. This should provide insight into
the extent in which the Workplace Game succeeds in explicating working behavior both
individually and in social interaction.
Future research is needed into including creativity techniques for co-design within the
Workplace Game as participatory design game.
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